Dewey Diva Picks for Summer 2019- Adult Books- HarperCollins Canada
The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek by Kim Michele Richardson- HarperCollins
Publishers- 9781443458658-TP Original- $22.99- Fiction- 330 pp. -May 2019
Cussy Mary Carter is the last of the Kentucky Blues, having a rare disorder that makes her skin appear
blue. As a member of the Pack Horse Library Project, Cussy delivers books to the hill folk of
Troublesome. But not everyone is so keen on Cussy's family or the Library Project, and the townsfolk
are quick to blame a Blue for any trouble in their small town.
The Chai Factor by Farah Heron
- HarperAvenue- 9781443457644- TP Original- $22.99Fiction- 400 pp.- June 2019
Thirty-year-old engineer Amira Khan leaves campus early, planning to work her grad-school thesis in
the quiet basement apartment of her family’s house. She arrives to find that her grandmother has
rented the basement to a barbershop quartet, led by the irritating, yet charming plaid-wearing Duncan.
The Confessions of Frannie Langton by Sara Collins- HarperCollins Canada- 9780062851895HC- $33.50- Fiction- 384 pp. – May 2019 (also available in PB- 9781443456180, $24.99)
A servant and former slave is accused of murdering her employer and his wife in this astonishing
historical thriller that moves from a Jamaican sugar plantation to the fetid streets of Georgian
London—a remarkable literary debut with echoes of Alias Grace and The Paying Guests.
The Desert Sky Before Us by Anne Valente- William Morrow Paperbacks- 9780062749871- TP
Original- $19.99- Fiction- 448 pp. – May 2019
From award-winning author Anne Valente comes this poignant novel of two estranged sisters—one, a
former racecar driver and the other a recently-released prisoner—who embark on a road trip together
to complete the scavenger hunt their mother designed for them before her death.
Don’t You Forget About Me by Mhairi McFarlane- HarperCollins UK- 9780008335922- TP
Original- $24.99 – Fiction- 432 pp. – July 2019
It began with four words. ‘I love your laugh. x’ But that was twelve years ago. It really began the day
Georgina was fired from her job and found her boyfriend in bed with someone else. So when her new
boss, Lucas McCarthy, turns out to be the boy who wrote those words to her all that time ago, it feels
like the start of something. The only problem? He doesn’t seem to remember Georgina – at all…
The Lost Letters of William Woolf by Helen Cullen- 9781525892080-HC- $33.50- Fiction- 336
pp. – June 2019
The Little Paris Bookshop meets The Keeper of Lost Things in this enchanting debut novel that
imagines the fate of lost letters at the Dead Letters Depot—where one man falls in love with a
mysterious letter writer.
Searching for Sylvie Lee by Jean Kwok- William Morrow- 9780062834300- HC- $33.50- Fiction
/ Literary- 336 pp. - June 2019
A poignant and suspenseful drama that untangles the complicated ties binding three women—two
sisters and their mother—in one Chinese immigrant family and explores what happens when the eldest
daughter disappears, and a series of family secrets emerge.

Resistance Women by Jennifer Chiaverini- William Morrow- 9780062841100- HC- $33.50 Fiction / Historical- 608 pp. – May 2019 (Simult. TPB: 9780062939654, $23.99)
From the New York Times bestselling author of Mrs. Lincoln's Dressmaker, an enthralling historical
saga that brings to life one courageous, passionate American-Mildred Fish Harnack-and her circle of
women friends who waged a clandestine battle against Hitler in Nazi Berlin.
The Seven or Eight Deaths of Stella Fortuna by Juliet Grames- Ecco- 9780062862822- HC$34.99- Fiction- 464 pp. – May 2019 (Simultaneous ITPE (9780062939647, Paperback, $23.99) |
In this stunning debut novel, a young woman tells the story behind two elderly sisters’ estrangement,
unraveling family secrets stretching back a century and across the Atlantic to Italy.
Westside by W.M. Akers- HarperVoyager- 9780062853998- HC- $28.50- Fiction / Fantasy /
Historical- 304 pp.- May 2019
A young detective who specializes in “tiny mysteries” finds herself at the center of a massive
conspiracy in this beguiling historical fantasy set on Manhattan’s Westside that blends the vivid
atmosphere of Caleb Carr with the imaginative power of Neil Gaiman.
Nonfiction
Emperors of the Deep: Sharks—The Ocean’s Most Mysterious, Most Misunderstood, and Most
Important Guardians by William McKeever- HarperOne- 9780062880321- HC- $31.99Science- 256 pp- June 2019
In this groundbreaking book, a documentarian and conservationist, determined to dispel misplaced
fear and correct common misconceptions, explores in-depth the secret lives of sharks—magnificent
creatures who play an integral part in maintaining the health of the world’s oceans.
The Golden Boy of Crime: The Almost Certainly True Story of Norman "Red" Ryan by Jim Brown
- HarperCollins Canada- 9781443450096- TP Original- $24.99- Biography- 288 pp. - May
2019
For readers of The Devil in the White City and The Massey Murder, the incredible story of Norman
“Red” Ryan—“the Jesse James of Canada” and the “Kardashian” of the 1920s and ’30s
How to Stay Human in a F*cked-Up World: Mindfulness Practices for Real Life by Tim
Desmond- HarperOne- 9780062857583- HC- $31.00- Self-Help - 224 pp. - June 2019
A modern approach to mindfulness from an esteemed Buddhist scholar and Psychology professor.
Direct, witty, and surprising, How to Stay Human in a F*cked-Up World gets right to the heart of our
collective pain with a simple practice rooted in science, self-compassion, and psychotherapy.
Humans: A Brief History of How We F*cked It All Up by Tom Phillips- Hanover Square Press9781335936639- TP Original- $19.99- History / Social History- 272 pp. – May 2019
Sapiens meets The Darwin Awards in Humans: A Brief History of How We F*cked It All Up, which
shows how human civilization was built upon thousands of years of trial and error – but mostly error
- by former Buzzfeed UK editorial director Tom Phillips.
The Weather Machine: A Journey Inside the Forecast by Andrew Blum- HarperCollins
Canada- 9781443438599- HC- $32.99- Science- 288 pp. - June 2019
For readers of The Secret Life of Trees and Tom Vanderbilt’s Traffic, an exploration of the world of
weather and the people who forecast it.
Feel free to contact me at rosalyn.steele@harpercollins.com with questions.

